
STAR RUN SESSIONS APR - JUN 19 

Produced by:  Shaun Green, British Tri Level 3, ASA Level 2, BC Level 3 R&TT      
www.greencoachinguk.com 

Date Aim of Session Outline Remarks 

06 Apr 
 

Speed-Endurance  Easy run to Dumb Bell Copse, do threshold laps / timed reps plus 
walk/jog recovery, easy run back, stretch 

Try to run an extra lap to last time, or go a little faster on 
each rep.  

13 Apr 
 

Testing / hard 5km Salisbury Parkrun (Andover if it's closer to home) http://www.parkrun.org.uk/salisbury/ 
May also be a small group running from Durrington, post 
up if you are. 

20 Apr 
 

Hill reps to improve 
strength 

Run out approx 1 mile to a hill, do reps, easy run back, stretch Make you strong like bull, hills are your friend! 

27 Apr 
 

Speed-Endurance  Using the Durrington village lap along Bulford Rd to the Hamm, do 
threshold laps plus walk/jog recovery on Recreation Road, easy run 
warm down back around the shorter school loop. 

Approximately 1200m per lap.  Warm up and stretching on 
the playing field at the pool. 

04 May Endurance  
 

Various distance options from 7 -14km Stonehenge route, Spring social run, various route 
options. 

11 May Speed-Endurance  Easy run to Dumb Bell Copse, do threshold laps / timed reps plus 
walk/jog recovery, easy run back, stretch 

Try to run an extra lap to last time, or go a little faster on 
each rep.  

18 May Speed Warm up and drills on playing field, short, hard reps, easy run 
recovery, stretch 

Make you fast like gazelle!  Distance runners can do 
endurance. 

25 May Testing / hard 5km 

 
Salisbury Parkrun (Andover if it's closer to home) Testing / hard 5km.  May also be a small group running 

from Durrington, post up if you are. 

01 Jun 

 

Speed-Endurance  Easy run to Dumb Bell Copse, do threshold laps plus walk/jog 
recovery, easy run back, stretch 

Try to run an extra lap to last time, or go a little faster on 
each rep. 

08 Jun 

 

Speed Warm up and drills on playing field, short, hard reps, easy run 
recovery, stretch 

Make you fast like cheetah!  Distance runners can do 
endurance. 

15 Jun 

 
Speed-Endurance  Using the Durrington village lap along Bulford Rd to the Hamm, do 

threshold laps plus walk/jog recovery on the field, easy run warm 
down back around the shorter school loop. 

Approximately 1200m per lap.  Warm up and stretching on 
the playing field at the pool. 

22 Jun 

 
Speed / Sharpener 
Endurance  
 

Warm up and drills on playing field, short, hard reps, easy run 
recovery, stretch 

Distance runners can do endurance, those doing the tri 
can do speed work, those racing tomorrow can do a short 
sharpner session. 

29 Jun 

 
Endurance  
 

Various distance options from 7-14km Stonehenge route options to allow everyone to come to 
the Stones. 

 
Meet at 9.00am for runs from Durrington Pool, Parkrun details are on the website link above.  Runs often use Salisbury Plain so off-road shoes are advised, 
particularly in winter.  Salisbury Parkrun is a mix of tarmac paths and grass.  Speed sessions will usually be on a playing field. 
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